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9:00 a.m. – 9:10 a.m. Convene and Welcoming Remarks

Kevin Bowling, JD, Global Advisory Committee (GAC) Chairman and Court Administrator, 20th Circuit and Ottawa County Probate Courts, Grand Haven, Michigan
Ms. Tracey Trautman, Deputy Director, Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and Global Designated Federal Official (DFO)
Mr. David Lewis, Senior Policy Advisor, BJA, Global Deputy DFO

9:10 a.m. – 9:25 a.m. GAC Member and Attendee Introductions

Facilitated by GAC Chairman Bowling

- Roundtable introductions of Global members and alternates and a special welcome to the following new GAC appointees:
  1. American Probation and Parole Association, Ms. Veronica Cunningham
  2. Executive Office for United States Attorneys, The Honorable Halsey B. Frank
  3. International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), Colonel Nathaniel McQueen
  4. Major Cities Chiefs Association, Deputy Chief Horace Frank
  5. Major County Sheriffs of America, Sheriff John McMahon
  6. National Criminal Justice Association, Mr. David Murtaugh
  7. National District Attorneys Association, Mr. Nelson Bunn
  8. National Fusion Center Association, Mr. Mike Sena
  9. National Governors Association, Mr. Jeff McLeod
  10. SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, Mr. David J. Roberts
  11. U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Mr. David Bottom

New GAC/Global Executive Steering Committee (GESC) Liaisons:
  12. Mr. Ashwini Jarral, IIJIS Institute
  13. Mr. Steven Mabeus, Office of Partner Engagement, Information Sharing Environment

- Introduction of federal officials, special guests, and observers

9:25 a.m. – 9:35 a.m. U.S. Department of Justice Officials’ Remarks

Mr. Jon Adler, Director, Bureau of Justice Assistance
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9:35 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.  Setting the Stage: Agenda Overview and Anticipated Outcomes
GAC Chairman Bowling

9:40 a.m. – 10:10 a.m.  Hot Topic: Enhancing Overdose Tracking and Analytic Capabilities to Address
the Opioid Crisis
Ms. Tara Kunkel, Senior Drug Policy Advisor, BJA
Ms. Aliese Alter, ODMAP Program Manager, Washington/Baltimore High
Intensity Drug Trafficking Area

BJA has several portfolios and projects that align strongly with Global
priorities. To explore these complementary activities further—for situational
awareness, updates on innovative tools and resources, and possible future
Global task team efforts—BJA leaders will provide updates on their
important work in hot-topic areas of mutual interest.

Ample time will be allocated for questions and answers.

10:10 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.  Break

10:25 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Global Priorities Recommendations for 2018/2019
Facilitated by GAC Chairman Bowling

- Global and Criminal Intelligence Coordinating Council (CICC) Priority
  Recommendation Form
- GESC/BJA recommended priorities:
  1. Methamphetamine abuses associated with the opioid crisis
  2. Identification of the common data elements of school violence
     threat assessments
  3. Information sharing gaps in immigration enforcement
  4. Recommendations on improving disposition reporting
  5. Law enforcement exemptions to the Health Insurance Portability
     and Accountability Act
  6. Guidance on student tips and leads reporting
11:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  Morning Membership Roundtable: Outstanding Issues, Additional Updates From the Floor, and Suggested Next Steps for the GAC

Facilitated by GAC Chairman Bowling

Members will report on current information sharing projects and initiatives under way within their respective associations and bring priorities to the floor for Global consideration.

11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  Lunch (on your own)

1:00 p.m. – 1:10 p.m.  Global Business: Approval of the spring 2017 GAC meeting minutes

The Honorable Michael Milstead, GAC Vice Chairman and Sheriff, Minnehaha County Sheriff’s Department, South Dakota

- Prerequisite reading for GAC members: Spring 2017 GAC Meeting Highlights (please see https://it.ojp.gov/documents/Spring-2017-GAC-Meeting-summary.pdf)

1:10 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.  Criminal Intelligence Coordinating Council Update

Director Vernon Keenan, Chairman, Criminal Intelligence Coordinating Council (CICC)

1:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.  Global Task Teams Update

- Critical Nontraditional Information Exchange Task Team
  Mr. Robert May, Assistant Director of Program and Technology Services, IJIS Institute
  - Prerequisite reading for GAC members: Critical Nontraditional Information Exchange Task Team Summary Report (copy in folders)

- Nationwide Criminal History Records Task Team (NCHRTT)
  Sheriff Milstead, GAC Vice Chairman

- Nationwide ALERTS Task Team (NATT)
  Director Keenan, Chairman, CICC
  - Prerequisite reading for GAC members: Alerts Saves Lives: A Unified Message Regarding the Need to Support Nationwide Alerts
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2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.  
Tools/Resources: Council of State Governments 50-State Summit on Public Safety  

Alison Martin, Ph.D., Senior Policy Analyst, State Initiatives, The Council of State Governments (CSG) Justice Center  

- State trends and analyses of data on crime, arrests, recidivism, correctional populations, and other criminal justice system metrics  

BJA has several portfolios and projects that align strongly with Global priorities. To explore these complementary activities further—for situational awareness, updates on innovative tools and resources, and possible future Global task team efforts—BJA leaders will provide updates on their important work in hot-topic areas of mutual interest.  

Ample time will be allocated for questions and answers.  

2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.  
Break  

2:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.  
Tools/Resources: FirstNet App Ecosystem  

Mr. Bill Schrier, Senior Advisor, First Responder Network Authority  
Ms. Suzette McLeod, Lead Channel Manager, App Ecosystem & Law Enforcement, FirstNet Program  

BJA has several portfolios and projects that align strongly with Global priorities. To explore these complementary activities further—for situational awareness, updates on innovative tools and resources, and possible future Global task team efforts—BJA leaders will provide updates on their important work in hot-topic areas of mutual interest.  

Ample time will be allocated for questions and answers.
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3:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.  Membership Roundtable: Updates From the Floor and Suggested Next Steps for the GAC
  Facilitated by GAC Chairman Bowling
  During this roundtable, members will have an opportunity to report on current information sharing projects and initiatives under way within their respective associations and bring priorities to the floor for Global consideration, followed by extended discussions on points raised during the presentations.

3:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Leadership’s Thoughts From the Summer 2018 GAC Meeting and the Way Ahead
  GAC Chairman Bowling and GAC Vice Chairman Milstead
  • Reminder: Fall GAC Conference Call—October 30, 2018, 3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.  Adjournment